SEARCHING ONLINE DATABASES FOR ARTICLE CITATIONS

Using one of the databases discussed in class (Anthropology Plus, Social Sciences Full-Text, or Academic OneFile), find an article citation for each topic listed below. Make a printout of the full citation from the database including the author and title of the article and the journal name, volume, date, and page numbers. Label the printout with the exercise #, your name, and WSU ID number. On the printout, circle or write in the name of the database. PLEASE BE NEAT.

Don’t forget: Article citations only! No books or book reviews!

REQUIRED  50 points  DUE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21

1. anatomy of Neandertals
2. grooming behavior of macaques
3. blood genetic markers in human populations
4. high altitude adaptation in Aymara Indians
5. disease among Australopithecines
6. aggressive behavior among baboons
7. demography and pathology of historic cemetery populations
8. fingerprint variation (dermatoglyphics) in Nepal populations
9. stature estimation from human skeletal remains
10. craniometric variation among Plains Indians

REMINDER: Use keywords when searching the online indexes. Don’t forget to truncate keywords, if appropriate. For example, when searching for 1, enter “anatomy and neandert?”, not "anatomy of neandertals".